
Insurance Use Case

Jupiter Enables Astute Global Insurers to Begin to Embed Physical
Climate Risk Analysis Into Business Processes and Regulatory Responses

Pressures are Mounting to Quantify and Integrate Physical Exposure to Climate Change

Into Underwriting, Pricing, Risk Management Decision-Making, and Disclosure

The World Economic Forum, U.S. Federal Reserve, Bank of England, TCFD, PRA, and many other regulators and

organizations have sounded the alarm: climate-change-driven disasters are among the most likely and most

catastrophic risks that societies and economies face today.

While global insurance companies are confronting climate risk management challenges at different velocities, a

vanguard of firms are taking decisive action. They are beginning to integrate physical climate risk data from

Jupiter Intelligence™ into strategic business processes to significantly improve risk management, disclosure

reporting, and overall business performance and resilience.

These “first movers”—companies such as Liberty Mutual and MS&AD—are industry leaders. They are using Jupiter

analytics for a range of strategic purposes which include the assessment and quantification of physical climate risk

for key functions such as:

● Risk engineering

● Portfolio planning

● Investment management

● Regulatory response

● Underwriting and pricing

This advantage is created by the advancement of Global Climate Models and downscaling techniques leveraging

technology breakthroughs, enabling massive sets of dynamical simulations on elastic cloud resources and machine

learning. Best-in-science data and tools from Jupiter have empowered insurers to probabilistically predict impacts

of climate perils on global portfolios and individual assets.

Three Key Factors Drive Adoption of Jupiter Solutions

Jupiter has been selected for these tasks for three critical reasons:

1. Breadth of data, and depth of expertise. Embedding physical climate risk analysis into disclosure and risk

management processes, though an urgent need, is in its early days. Required metrics are evolving, and

assets differ by geographies, time frames of risk, and risk thresholds. Jupiter projections are global,

forward-focused, scenario-based, and presented over flexible time horizons. Jupiter’s technical and

scientific personnel team up with their peers within firms to scale their capabilities and accelerate

their preparedness.
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2. Scalable data delivery. As insurance firms move beyond simple episodic scoring exercises for regulatory or

shareholder response to an ongoing incorporation of physical climate impact analysis into risk modeling

and underwriting, they need access to data on millions of properties on a quarterly and daily basis. Jupiter

satisfies this need with its high-performance APIs; its scalable infrastructure, capable of handling intense

computation and storage demands; and enterprise-grade security. Its advanced technology foundation is

tuned to the rigors of the most demanding firms.

3. Transparency, flexibility and collaboration. Supporting best-in-class model validation, and providing

optimal decision-useful data, demands complete model transparency and flexibility to ever changing needs.

Government regulators and organizations such as the TCFD and PRA increasingly reject proprietary,

“black-box” approaches to climate modeling. Jupiter’s underlying model, data, and quality assurance

transparency enables both insurers and their regulators to assess and verify the objectivity and quality of

physical risk projections.

Jupiter’s enterprise-grade solutions, methodologies, and collaborative relationships with insurance teams are 
based on transparency. Jupiter understands the needs of major insurance and financial services firms to provide 
rigorous modeling evaluation and validation documentation. Jupiter employs dozens of the scientific community’s 
most respected physical models of the atmosphere and hydrosphere, coupled with machine learning, land use, 
elevation data, and extensive observations of the systems it models. It also builds robust verification and 
validation into every step of the model chain, with its methods natively accounting for the changing frequencies 
and characteristics of extreme events in time.

From Building to Integrating Physical Climate-Risk Analytics

In 2021, Jupiter defined a maturity model for the adoption of physical climate analysis into insurance business 
processes. While most companies were identified as remaining in a reactive mode (as “Waiters” responding to 
events such as mandatory climate risk disclosures), the first movers are proactive. “Builders” are creating internal 
capabilities that incorporate climate risk into their operations. “Integrators,” the most advanced category, are 
making a strategic commitment to quantify (and manage) climate risk across their functions and portfolios.

“Insurers have started moving in the right direction,” McKinsey & Company partner Antonio Grimaldi said

in the firm’s January 2021 podcast How Insurance Can Combat Climate Change,1“ but I think more can and 
should be done.”

The availability of more accurate, appropriate, and transparent data and scenario-based, higher-resolution 
analyses of probable climate impacts to properties and portfolios, is a vital catalyst in this transition.

Jupiter’s Innovation Workshop with Lloyd’s

In July 2021 Jupiter was invited to lead a cohort on the Lloyd’s Lab, working closely with four major London 
syndicates and insurers to provide new and innovative ways of modelling climate risks across residential, 
commercial, and industrial portfolios.

The unique insights presented to Lloyd’s showed that even small incremental increases in Annual Average Loss

(AAL) due to climate change impacts can have a notable impact on the loss ratio performance and premium rates. 

Having early foresight on this can help insurers with portfolio management, pricing, and strategic alignment, as 

well as address regulatory requirements. The key outcomes from the Lab can be viewed in the short video that can 

be found at https://vimeo.com/571297922.

1McKinsey & Company, How Insurance Can Combat Climate Change, January 6, 2021.
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About Jupiter and Jupiter Solutions

Jupiter Intelligence™ is the global market, science, and technology leader in physical climate analytics for risk

management and resiliency planning.

Jupiter analytics are used across the private and public sectors. Customers include at least one of the world’s five

largest firms in insurance, asset management, banking, chemicals, minerals and mining, oil and gas,

pharmaceuticals, power, and reinsurance—as well as critical departments and agencies within both the United

States government and climate-change-vulnerable geographies around the world.

Jupiter’s solutions—ClimateScore™ Global, and the ClimateScore Planning suite—together form the world’s only

global-to-street resolution climate analytics offering. ClimateScore Global quantifies climate risk at portfolio

scale, for all points on the planet’s land surface, for all perils (flood, heat, wind, wildfire, drought, hail, and extreme

precipitation), and over flexible time horizons and emissions scenarios. ClimateScore Planning delivers

very-high-resolution projections of peril-specific climate impacts on individual assets, facilities, neighborhoods,

and communities.

For more information, please visit https://jupiterintel.com or email us at info@jupiterintel.com.
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